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BROADBAND TRAFFIC FORECASTING 
IN THE TRANSPORT NETWORK

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a modification of traffic forecast 
model generated by residential and small business (SOHO, 
Small Office Home Office) users. The model includes fore-
casted values of different relevant factors and competition 
on broadband market. It allows forecasting the number of 
users for various broadband technologies and interaction 
impact of long-standing technologies as well as the impact 
of the new technology entrant on the market. All the neces-
sary parameters are evaluated for the Serbian broadband 
market. The long-term forecasted results of broadband traf-
fic are given. The analyses and evaluations performed are 
important inputs for the transport network resources plan-
ning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Broadband access has rapid growth in terms of 
the number of users serviced, the bit rates delivered, 
and the ability to support a larger set of services and 
applications. In the delivery of broadband multimedia 
services to end-users, it is necessary to build a high-
speed backbone and access network. More people 
are using the Internet for multimedia and interactive 
applications such as entertainment video, interactive/
multiplayer gaming, and video chat.

Long-term broadband demand forecasts have 
been and are crucial for investment decisions, rollouts 
and dimensioning of transport networks. Transport 
networks provide local, regional or international con-
nections for different types of services (voice, data 
and video) and applications [1]. Typically, these net-
works serve a great number of users (residential and 
business) and carry enormously large volume of traf-
fic. A variety of technologies may be implemented in 
these networks, such as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), 
cable networks, passive optical networks (PONs), opti-
cal Ethernet fibre to the premises (FTTP), and wireless 
broadband access such as Worldwide Interoperability 
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) or Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) in the last mile. The landscape of broadband 
technologies has grown more capable and complex 
with the addition of these exciting alternatives. The de-
cision-makers and technologists alike are faced with 
choices on access technologies and network architec-
tures that have long-term implications. However, even 
if a technology is proven to be optimal for the current 
environment, it can deteriorate by the elapse of time 
or the advent of new challenging technologies in the 
future [2].

Mostly, an incumbent operator exploits transport 
capacities to offer telecommunication service/prod-
ucts to the residential and business market. In addition, 
incumbent operator can lease transport capacities to 
wholesale market for other operators. The empirical 
data show a rise in residential access data rates. In 
2009 more than 271 million people used these net-
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works worldwide [3], and this number is expected to 
rise to 636 million by 2014. In Germany alone, more 
than 66% of all Internet users connect to the Internet 
via residential broadband networks. The percentage is 
similar in other western countries like the USA [4, 5]. 
This trend is mainly followed by increased demands 
for new broadband services that may be offered to 
end users over different access technologies, such as 
cable TV distribution systems, digital subscriber lines 
(DSL), fibre optic network connections (FTTx – Fiber To 
The “x”, where x stands for the home, curb, cabinet, 
business or building) and wireless (fixed or mobile) 
broadband access. FTTx as a new broadband tech-
nology has been selected for a number of fiber-to-the-
home deployments, now widely available in Korea, Ja-
pan, USA and some European countries, for example 
in Sweden and the Netherlands [6, 7]. In addition, the 
intention of the European Union recommendation is 
to induce heavier fibre competition in the access net-
works. Investment in broadband communications and 
its infrastructures is receiving extraordinary attention 
from the policy-makers all over the world, due to the 
significant impact of high-speed Internet access on the 
whole economy and society [8].

The total broadband market includes current and 
potential subscribers. The determination of the market 
potential involves studying of the overall population 
size. In general, there are two basic user categories: 
residential and business. Business users may be clas-
sified into several categories according to the number 
of required lines or bit rates [9]. As the SOHO (Small 
Office Home Office) represents the single line busi-
ness users, there is possibility to gather them with the 
residential users. In the residential market segment, 
it is better to include the number of households as a 
variable rather than the total population size, but if it is 
done so far it is necessary to estimate the number of 
households as the second variable [10]. The residen-
tial users may be classified over different categories 
by age, gender, occupation, dwelling place, incomes, 
etc. Note that individual household members typically 
have different needs for using some services. With the 
aim of adequately planning the required transport net-
work resources, it is necessary to forecast traffic de-
mands that are in direct correlation to the forecasted 
number of users.

In this article, we propose a new model for over-
all broadband traffic forecasting in transport networks 
generated by the residential and SOHO users. The 
proposed model is based on the forecasted values of 
relevant influence factors: cumulative function of the 
number of users, broadband penetration, busy hour 
concentration factor, packet switching concentration 
factor, utilization capacity factor, mean access capac-
ity and market potential. Forecasting the number of 
users was performed by competition diffusion model 
which takes into account the relationship between 

the longstanding broadband technologies as well as 
the impact of late technology entrant on the market. 
The diffusion speeds of different technologies are 
expressed through the estimated parameters of inno-
vators and imitators. The main goal of the proposed 
model is to take into consideration the competition be-
tween the existing and new broadband technologies. 
In this sense, we proposed here two possible scenari-
os for the Serbian broadband market development.

The paper is organized as follows. In the second 
section the diffusion/adoption process is described. 
The third section explains the competitive diffusion 
model that we used to forecast the future broadband 
demands. This model includes the impact a novel 
technology has on the diffusion process of the broad-
band market. In the fourth section, we proposed a new 
model for broadband traffic estimation. In section five 
the proposed model is applied in a case of the Ser-
bian broadband market that is characterized by three 
long-standing technologies: ADSL (Asymmetric Digital 
Subscriber Line), HFC (Hybrid Fiber-Coax), FWB (Fixed 
Wireless Broadband), which has to be outpaced by a 
new broadband technology, FTTC/FTTH (Fiber to the 
Curb/Fiber to the Home). Finally, we conclude the ar-
ticle, giving managerial implications and directions for 
further research.

2. DIFFUSION/ADOPTION PROCESS

In marketing, the diffusion models have been used 
traditionally for capturing the lifecycle dynamics of 
a new service, for forecasting the demand for a new 
service, and as a decision aid in making pre-launch, 
launch and post-launch strategic choices. Since their 
entrance into marketing, the diffusion models have be-
come increasingly complex. This complexity has been 
driven by the need to enhance the forecasting capabil-
ity of these models and to improve their usefulness 
as a decision-making tool for managers [11]. Tradition-
ally, the deployment of new telecommunication ser-
vices/technology has taken years of efforts and large 
amounts of investment. Thus, being able to predict the 
market acceptance before taking the business risk is 
critically important [12]. There is an extensive amount 
of research in marketing of the development and ap-
plications of new service/technology adoption models. 
Numerous studies in a variety of disciplines suggest 
that a cumulative sale of new services/technology 
against time is an S-shaped curve [13-17 ]. The Fisher-
Pry and Gompertz models are usually applied for mod-
elling the technology substitution or adoption [18]. 
According to the diffusion theory, a new service sales 
growth at any time depends largely on the strength of 
the word of mouth from its previous adopters. Simi-
larly, a service sales growth should then depend on the 
extent to which it receives good word of mouth from its 
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own previous adopters. An edited volume by Mahajan, 
Muller, and Wind [14] covers in depth various topics in 
diffusion models, such as estimation and applications. 
The most important model in this stream of research 
is the Bass model [19]. The Bass diffusion model has 
been widely used as forecasting procedure of new ser-
vices/technologies and it was proposed to deal with 
the problem of initial adopters. Mahajan, Muller, and 
Bass (1990) provide an excellent overview of the Bass 
model, its extensions, and some directions for further 
research.

Figure 1 illustrates the Bass diffusion/adoption pro-
cess. This modelling approach assumes that potential 
adopters become aware of an innovation by means of 
external events, for instance, marketing efforts. Bass 
introduced the idea of dividing the innovation adoption 
rate into two factors, one endogenous, usually called 
“imitation effect”, and the other exogenous, and com-
monly referred to as the “innovation effect”. The in-
novation effect has direct influence on the adoption 
rate. The potential adopters become adopters at adop-
tion rate that depends on the marketing efforts and 
the word-of-mouth promotion. For the word-of-mouth 
adoption it is assumed that everybody contacts every-
body else in a population group.

The mathematical structure of the Bass model is 
derived from a hazard function corresponding to the 
conditional probability that an adoption will occur at 
time t given that it has not occurred yet. This model 
has three key parameters: coefficient of innovation or 
external influence (p), coefficient of imitation or inter-
nal influence (q) and market potential (m).

If f t^ h is the density function of time to adoption 
and F t^ h is the cumulative fraction of adopters at t, 
the basic hazard function underlying the Bass model 
is (Bass, 1969):

F t
f t p q F t1 $- = +

^
^

^
h

h
h (1)

Parameter q reflects the influence of those con-
sumers who have already adopted the technology 
(i.e. word-of-mouth communication from previous 
adopters), while p captures the influence that is in-
dependent from the number of adopters (i.e. exter-
nal communication). The sales in period ,t t tD+6 @ is 
S t m F t F t 1= - -^ ^ ^h h h6 @, where t 1D =  (e.g. month, 
quarter or year) and m refers to the market potential 
for the new technology.

Three service characteristics (marketing, quality, 
and price) influence the consumer’s valuation of the 
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service and these in turn lead to adoption. Figure 2 
represents the basic user choice model, which is used 
to examine the competition between services. Under-
standing of a new service may be affected by chang-
ing the actions of marketing. On the other hand, the 
understanding of the service, greatly affects the users 
who had already accepted a new service. Service uti-
lization is a factor that should include the actual need 
of the users for the service, the importance of their 
work or daily life, the benefits that can be achieved by 
new service, etc. The utility can be affected by chang-
ing the quality and marketing functions controlled by 
the service provider, and depending on the factors of 
the final acceptance of services. The acceptability of 
the service is affected by price and quality, which also 
controls the service provider. For understanding of 
how service usage changes over time, and particularly 
how the consumer’s view of the fairness or “equity” of 
the exchange over time affects the consumer’s usage 
of services, see [21]. In addition to these, there are a 
number of external influences such as culture, chang-
es in price and quality equipment, competitiveness on 
the market, and so on.

3. COMPETITIVE DIFFUSION MODEL

In a rapidly changing market, businesses need 
to supplement traditional forecasting models with 
dynamic models that explicitly include factors influ-
encing changes in demand and enable managers to 
explore the impact on demand of different business 
options [22]. A principal distinction between substitu-
tion and diffusion models is that models of technologi-
cal substitution assume there is a market there to be 
substituted, and, many times, the size of that market 
is known, whereas diffusion models make no such as-
sumptions in general. In fact, it is often the case that 
one of the principal reasons a diffusion model might 
be of interest in the first place is its ability to estimate 
or forecast a market potential [23].

The competitive diffusion model is proposed in 
[15], based on the basic Bass model [ 19] as follows:
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where: F ti ^ h is the cumulative sales of technology i (
, ,i 1 2 f= ) as a function of time; pi  and qi  are the co-

efficients of innovation and imitation of technology i, 
respectively; p and q are the total coefficients of inno-
vation and imitation on technology level, respectively;

If m denotes the market potential, it can be shown 
that the market potential of technology i is:
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and the peak sales time of technology i,
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Suppose that several technologies are present on 
the market from the time of introduction of the broad-
band technologies; that is t 0= . Suppose at time tn, 
new technology enters the market, where t 0>n . One 
of three things can be expected to happen to the mar-
ket at the broadband technology level. The adoption 
of service will expand (i.e., m will become larger), the 
technology will start diffusing faster (i.e., q will be high-
er), or both market expansion and faster diffusion will 
happen simultaneously. At the technology level, the ex-
isting technologies may get affected in their diffusion 
speed either positively or negatively, and the exact ef-
fect depends on parameters m, p, pi , q and qi  [ 15].

Generally, it is possible that the new entry affects 
both the market potential and the diffusion speed of 
the service. A new entrant in a market changes the 
market dynamics not only by its entry but also by the 
marketing actions and reactions that follow the entry. 
These actions include price cutting, more advertising 
and promotional efforts, wider distribution, and so 
forth, which cause the changes observed in the diffu-
sion dynamics.

Equations 5 and 6 describe the cumulative sales 
growth of the total broadband market and of technol-
ogy i, respectively, after the new technology entry [15]:
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where: F t Fn n=^ h  and F t Fi n in=^ h ; Q represents the total 
factor of imitation for technology level; Qi  represents 
the factor of imitation for technology i; k is the estimat-
ed value that tells us what percentage of the market 
has expanded or contracted because of the new tech-
nology entry. The cumulative sales function for new 
technology, F tnew ^ h, after tn, is given by:
F tnew =^ h
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The proposed model can be used for several pur-
poses. For example, by applying these equations to an 
empirical data set and by comparing the estimates of 
equivalent parameters before and after the new tech-
nology entry, we can infer the changes in the speed of 
diffusion of the broadband market and of each tech-
nology.

4. MODEL FOR BROADBAND 
TRAFFIC FORECASTING

Traditionally, the residential market generates dif-
ferent types of traffic: voice traffic, dial-up Internet 
traffic, ADSL traffic, etc. The voice traffic has nearly 
reached saturation. During the next years, the line 
switched voice traffic will be rather stable before parts 
of the line switched voice traffic are substituted by IP 
voice. Competition has already started between broad-
band technologies to capture parts of the broadband 
market.

We propose here a modification of traffic forecast 
model for the transport network by Kjell Stordahl [1] ,  
T tR^ h, generating by residential and SOHO users in 
busy hours:

T t m C t A t b u HP t F tR i i i i i i
i

I

1
$ $ $ $ $=

=

^ ^ ^ ^ ^h h h h h/  (8)

where: I is the total number of broadband technolo-
gies; C ti ^ his the mean downstream access capacity in 
year t; A ti ^ his the mean access capacity utilization in 
year t; bi  is busy hour concentration factor; ui  is packet 
switching concentration factor; HP ti ^ h denotes the ac-
cess penetration (%) in year t; F ti ^ h denotes the cumu-
lative function of households for technology i in year t; 
m is the market potential.

Our modification is performed by introducing the 
competitive forecasting model by technologies in 
equation (8). In this manner, as result of estimation 
the relevant forecasting parameters (coefficient of in-
novation and imitation of technology i, and total coef-
ficient of innovation and imitation on broadband tech-
nology level) more efficient modelling of competitive 
market could be achieved. It is the main difference 
compared to [1] where the total number of households 
and market share are estimated.

The downstream access capacity is continuously 
increasing. Nowadays, the operators offer a set of dif-
ferent access capacities. There will be an evolution 
from low access capacities to higher access capaci-
ties especially because of the new and enhanced ap-
plications. The broadband user does not utilize the 
maximum available capacity all the time. The access 
capacity utilization indicates the average utilized ca-
pacity taking into account the proportion of time during 
downloading and the proportion of time for upstream. 
This value also reflects the degree of using the speci-
fied bandwidth [1].

The busy hour concentration factor is defined as 
the ratio of traffic intensity in a busy hour and the total 
traffic generated during a day [24]. Traditional Internet 
services give low values for packet switching concen-
tration factors. Applications like music on demand and 
video on demand generate high packet switching con-
centration [25].

The busy hour concentration factor is increasing 
because of the Internet. For broadband connections 
the busy hour concentration factor is significantly 
higher because of heavy users, longer holding times, 
flat rate and the evolution of new applications. Usually, 
the busy hour for residential broadband traffic is in the 
evening.

The estimation of the number of households of a 
certain technology, should take into account the exis-
tence of other technologies at the same market place. 
If we are not able to estimate the household penetra-
tion, HP ti ^ h, by technology i, we may use the total 
broadband penetration of a considered area, HP, as 
we proposed in equation (8). The cumulative function 
of households, F ti ^ h, is obtained based on the com-
petitive diffusion model presented in Section 3.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS – CASE 
STUDY IN SERBIA

Table 1 shows the number of users on the Serbian 
telecommunication market: dial-up, ADSL, HFC/cable 
modem, FWB and other technologies. It is obvious that 
the dial-up Internet traffic decreases and will be con-
tinuously substituted by different broadband technolo-
gies. The existing competing broadband technologies 
on the Serbian market include HFC, ADSL and FWB. 
Moreover, it is expected that FTTx technology will be 
also introduced in the future.

Table 1 - Number of users on the Serbian 
telecommunication market [26]

Year Dial up ADSL HFC FWB Other

2004 545,164 0 8,372 0 6,117

2005 708,226 9,530 23,956 1,049 13,914

2006 882,611 26,126 54,598 21,968 10,210

2007 692,905 132,359 87,731 36,059 2,276

2008 397,202 267,876 151,154 48,130 1,135

2009 252,195 351,252 187,923 45,864 5,547

In order to forecast the total broadband traffic, 
T tR^ h, we estimated all the relevant parameters from 
equation (8) as follows.

We assumed that the mean downstream access 
capacity will increase exponentially in the future for all 
the considered technologies due to launching of new 
multimedia services and expansion of various video 
services, C t C ti =^ ^h h [26]. The forecasted results for 
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the mean downstream access capacity, for the Serbi-
an market are presented in Figure 3.

Based on the network traffic measurements of gen-
erated sessions, the linear trend is obtained for the 
utilization of access capacities for all the considered 
technologies, A t A ti =^ ^h h. The forecasted results for 
the mean access capacity utilization for the Serbian 
market are presented in Figure 4.

The growth of the Internet sector in Serbia is evi-
dent in terms of total revenues, cumulative number 
of broadband users and market penetration [ 26]. We 
noticed (Table 1) very significant increase of ADSL tech-
nology, slightly smaller increase of HFC technology. 
Also, wireless technology increased approximately lin-
early during the concerned period. It is obvious that in 
2008 for the first time we had users of mobile internet. 
Based on the available statistical data for the Serbian 
market, the number of broadband penetration without 
3G technology is 9.218% (2009) that is less than the 
average values for different European countries or EU 
countries.

Otherwise, the broadband penetration with 3G 
technology is far greater, i.e. 16%. The forecasted re-
sults for total broadband penetration on the Serbian 
market, HP t^ h, are obtained based on the linear re-
gression function ( .R 0 99042 = ) given by the following 
equation [26]:

. .HP t t2 5918 1 266= -^ h  for

 , ,t 1 2004 2 2005 f= ^ ^h h  (10)
The competitive diffusion model, presented in Sec-

tion 3 (equations (2), (6) and (7)), for different broad-
band technologies is used for the calculation of the 
cumulative function of households, F ti ^ h. The main 
advantage of this approach compared with other rel-
evant papers is that it takes into account the compe-
tition on broadband market in order to estimate the 
number of users and the generated broadband traffic.

We analyzed here two possible scenarios related 
with the diffusion model parameters.

Scenario 1 assumes that the market potential, be-
fore (m) and after (M) launching new technology, stay 
the same (m M= ). The parameter values (before the 
new technology entry) were estimated by fitting the his-
torical data for long-standing technologies from Table 
1. After the new technology entry, we assumed that the 
coefficients of innovation remain unchanged, but the 
coefficients of imitation of the existing technologies 
are reduced.

It means that the substitution effects will happen 
between new FTTx and current technologies (HFC, 
ADSL, and FWB). However, due to late technology en-
try the coefficients of imitation on the total broadband 
technology level will be increased. The required pa-
rameter values for Scenario 1 are given in Table 2.
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The measurement results show that the packet 
switched concentration factor, u t^ h, and the busy 
hour concentration factor, b t^ h, for different broad-
band technologies are nearly constant values: 

.u t u 0 6= =^ h  and .b t b 0 23= =^ h , respectively.

Table 2 - Estimated parameters for Scenario 1

Before 2010tn =  ( 2.475.128m = ) After 2010tn =  ( 2.475.128M = )

i Broadband technology 0.03p = 0.q 48= 0.03p = 0.Q 52=
1 HFC 0.0p 101 = 0.q 0601 = 0.0p 101 = 0. 5Q 0 01 =
2 ADSL+ 0.001p2 = 0.242q2 = 0.001p2 = 0. 0Q 222 =
3 FWB 0.0 1p 03 = 0.q 0353 = 0.0 1p 03 = 0.0 0Q 23 =
4 FTTx – – – 0. 0Q 124 =
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Scenario 2 assumes that the market potential, 
before (m) and after (M) launching new technology, 
is changed. Also, the coefficients of innovation and  
imitation of the existing technologies remain un-
changed. Meanwhile, the coefficient of imitation on 
broadband technology level is increased. It means 
that the new technology entry will make influence 
only on the increasing of the market potential and 
total broadband penetration. Market positioning of 
technologies and the diffusion speeds also create 
substitution effects between technologies [27]. The 
diffusion coefficients and the factors associated with 
technological change and regulatory policies in tele-
communication services are investigated in articles 
[28, 29]. The estimated parameter values for Scenar-
io 2 are given in Table 3.

Market potential (m for t tn#  and M for t tn$ ) is 
obtained by analyzing demographic statistical data for 
the whole territory of Serbia, taking into account the 
birth rate and migration rate of the population [26]. 
The results of the forecasted number of broadband 
residential users for Scenario 1 are illustrated by Fig-
ures 5, 6 and 7.

Figure 5 provides a graphic presentation of the year-
ly growth of long-standing technologies before the new 
technology entry. In addition, Figures 6 and 7 illustrate 
the impact the new technology entry has on the broad-
band market. By looking at these figures, it is possible 
to forecast the number of users for each broadband 
technology and what actually will happen in terms of 
market expansion in the future. This is also illustrated 
by Figures 8, 9 and 10 for Scenario 2.

Table 3 - Estimated parameters for Scenario 2

Before 2010tn =  ( 2.475.128m = ) After 2010tn =  ( 2. .M 846 397= )

i Broadband technology 0.03p = 0.q 48= 0.03p = 0.Q 52=
1 HFC 0.0p 101 = 0.q 0601 = 0.0p 101 = 0.0 0Q 61 =
2 ADSL+ 0.001p2 = 0.242q2 = 0.001p2 = 0.2Q 422 =
3 FWB 0.0 1p 03 = 0.q 0353 = 0.0 1p 03 = 0.0Q 353 =
4 FTTx – – – 0. 0Q 124 =
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Based on the results of the forecasted number of 
broadband users, it is possible to illustrate the market 
share by technologies up to 2020, for Scenario 1 (Fig-
ure 11) and Scenario 2 (Figure 12).

In both Scenarios it is obvious that the technolo-
gies that enter into the market earlier, in practice, 
keep the leadership position for a long time. This is 
also shown by [2]. Better positioning on the broad-
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band market could be reached by higher quality of 
service, competitive tariffs and longer advertising 
time [30].

Based on equation (8) we obtained the total broad-
band traffic, T tR^ h, generated by residential and SOHO 
users, into the transport network. Results for Scenar-
ios 1 and 2 are given by Figure 13. It could be noticed 
that the total residential and SOHO broadband traffic 
will increase exponentially in the future. For example, 
it is expected that in 2015 the total broadband traffic 
into the transport network will reach about 82 Gbit/s 
(Scenario 1) and 117 Gbit/s (Scenario 2). Higher val-
ues of forecasted traffic for Scenario 2 result from 
greater market potential and coefficient of imitation 
on broadband technology level.

6. CONCLUSION

The major advantage of the presented approach 
is that the forecasting procedure combines two con-
cepts. The first one is its ability of modelling the com-
petition of different technologies on the broadband 
market and the second is to forecast overall residen-
tial traffic as well as market share of various tech-
nologies.

In this paper we analyzed the effects of the new 
broadband technology entry on the diffusion dynamics 
of the existing technology. We considered the Serbian 
broadband market for residential and SOHO users. We 
assumed two possible scenarios. Firstly, the new tech-
nology entry has led to a decrease of the imitation fac-
tors of long-standing technologies. Secondly, the mar-
ket potential increase and the late entry do not change 
the diffusion parameters of other technologies. The 
obtained forecasted results for the number of users 
and traffic are greater in case of Scenario 2. However, 
we expect that Scenario 1 would be more likely for the 
Serbian market. The presented model will be useful to 
technology managers, because the simple presenta-
tion of the number of users does not explain the com-
petition effect between long-standing technologies as 
well as the effect the fourth technology entry has on 
the market. The proposed model can be used to study 
the consequence of any changes in the broadband 
market, such as reposition of an existing technology, 
major price reduction, and a grand promotional cam-
paign by an existing technology.

The main objective of the presented model is to 
predict busy hour residential traffic increase into the 
transport network. However, the obtained results do 
not include redundancy and protection capacity in the 
transport network. These forecasted values are re-
quired inputs to transport network planning process 
– evaluating new network structures, expansion of the 
network and introduction of new network services and 
technologies.
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REZIME 
 
PROGNOZIRANJE ŠIROKOPOJASNOG 
SAOBRAĆAJA NA NIVOU TRANSPORTNE MREŽE

U ovom radu predložen je modifikovan model za prog-
noziranje širokopojasnog saobraćaja na nivou transportne 
mreže, generisanog od strane rezidencijalnih i malih po-
slovnih korisnika. Ovim modelom se omogućava prog-
noziranje broja korisnika po različitim širokopojasnim 
tehnologijama tako što se uzima u obzir međusobni uticaj 
konkurentnih tehnologija, kao i uticaj ulaska nove tehnologi-
je na sveukupan razvoj tržišta. Neophodni parametri mod-
ela procenjeni su za slučaj tržišta širokopojasnih servisa 
u Srbiji. Dobijeni rezultati predstavljaju neophodne ulazne 
parametre za proces planiranja i dimenzionisanja resursa 
transportne mreže.
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širokopojasne tehnologije, prognoziranje, tržište, mreža, 
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